Edexcel Advanced GCE in History
Bibliographies for Unit 1: Historical Themes in Breadth

Option A: England in the Middle Ages and the Transition to the Early Modern World

Topic A1: Alfred the Great and the Vikings 793-c900.
Abels R — Alfred the Great. War, Kingship and Culture in Anglo Saxon England (Longmans, 1998)
Keynes S and Lapidge M (trans) — Asser’s Life of Alfred and other Contemporary Sources (Penguin, 1983)
Edit by Sawyer P — The Oxford illustrated History of the Vikings (OUP, 1997)
Wood M — In Search of the Dark Ages, Chapter 5, revised edition (Checkmark Books, 2001)
Yorke B — The Anglo-Saxons (Sutton, 1999)

Topic A2: The Norman Conquest and Its Impact on England, 1066-1135
Golding B — Conquest and Colonisation: the Normans in Britain 1066-1100 (Palgrave edition, 2001)
Purser T — Medieval England 1042-1228 (The Heinemann Advanced History Series, 2004)
Rex P — The English Resistance (Tempus 2004)
Rowley N — The English Heritage Book of Norman England (Batsford, 1997)
Saul N (editor)— The Oxford Illustrated History Of Medieval England, Chapter 3 (Oxford Paperbacks 2000)
Walker D — The Normans in Britain (Blackwell, 1995)
Williams A —The English and the Norman Conquest (Boydell Press, 1995)

Barlow F— Thomas Becket (Weidenfield and Nicolson,1986)
Carpenter D — The Struggle for Mastery :Britain 1066-1284 (Penguin, 2004)
McClynn F — *Lionheart and Lackland* (J Cape, 2006)
Saul N (editor)—*The Oxford Illustrated History of Medieval England, Chapter 3* (Oxford Paperbacks, 2000)

**Topic A4: From Black Death to Great Revolt: England c.1348-1381.**
Harriss G - *Shaping the Nation: England* 1360-1461 (Oxford University Press, 2006)
Keen M — *English Society in the Later Middle Ages* 1348-1500 (Penguin, 1990)
Tuchman BW — *A Distant Mirror: the Calamitous 14th Century* (Macmillan, 1979)

**Topic A5: Anglo-French Rivalry: Henry V and Henry VI, 1413-53.**
Allmand C T — *The Hundred Years War: England and France at War c1300-c1450* (Cambridge University Press, 1988)
Allmand C T — *Henry V* (Yale University Press, 1997)
Barker J — *Agincourt* (Abacus, 2005)
Curry A – *Agincourt* (Tempus A New History, 2005)
Curry A – *The Hundred Years War* (Palgrave MacMillan, 2003)
Keen M (editor) — *Medieval Warfare* (OUP, 1999)
Keen M — *England in the Later Middle Ages* (Routledge, 2003)
Nicolle D — *French Armies of the Hundred Years War* (Osprey, 2000)

**Topic A6: The Wars of the Roses in England, 1455-85.**
Crawford A - *The Yorkists: The History of a Dynasty* (Hambledon Continuum, 2007)
Gillingham J - *The Wars of the Roses* (Weidenfield and Nicolson, 2001)
Hicks M - *Edward IV* (Hodder Arnold, 2004)
Kleineke H - *Edward IV* (Routledge, 2008)
Ross C - *Edward IV* (Yale University Press, 1997)
Ross C - *The Wars of the Roses* (Thames and Hudson, 1976)
Storey R L - *The End of the House of Lancaster* (Sutton, 1999)

**Topic A7: The Reign of Henry VII. 1485-1509**

Arthurson I — *The Perkin Warbeck Conspiracy 1491-1499* (Sutton, 1994)
Bevan B — *Henry VII; the First Tudor King* (Rubicon Press, 2000)
Chrimes S B — *Henry VII* (Eyre Methuen, 1972)
Cunningham S - *Henry VII* (Routledge, 2007)
Grant A — *Henry VII, Lancaster* (Menthuen Publishing Company, 1985)

**Option B: Power, Belief and Conflict in Early Modern Europe.**

**Topic B1: Luther and the Reformation in Germany, 1517-55**

(NB: An extensive and authoritative survey of the period is now offered in Diarmaid MacCulloch's *Reformation Europe's House Divided, 1490-1700*, (Penguin Books, 2003). (Although too detailed and demanding for direct use by students, it is an excellent resource for teachers and relevant extracts.)
Armstrong A — *The European Reformation, 1500-1610* (Heinemann, Advanced History, 2002)
Imperato T — *An Introduction to Early Modern European History, 1450-1610* (Hodder Murray, Access to History Context, 2000)
Johnston A — *The Reformation in Europe* (Hodder Murray, History at Source, 1996)
Letherington J — *Years of Renewal: European History, 1470-1600, Second Edition* (Hodder Murray, 1999)
Murphy D, Tillbrook M et al — *Europe, 1450-1661* (Collins Educational Flagship History, 2000)
**Topic B2: Meeting the Challenge? The Catholic Reformation, c.1540-1600.**

(NB: An extensive and authoritative survey of the period is now offered in Diarmaid MacCulloch’s *Reformation Europe’s House Divided*, 1490-1700, (Penguin Books, 2003). Although too detailed and demanding for direct use by students, it is an excellent resource for teachers and relevant extracts.)

Armstrong A — *The European Reformation, 1500–1610* (Heinemann, Advanced History, 2002)

Imperato T — *An Introduction to Early Modern European History, 1450-1610* (Hodder Murray, Access to History Context, 2000)

Johnston A — *The Reformation in Europe* (Hodder Murray, History at Source, 1996)

Lotherington J — *Years of Renewal: European History, 1470-1600, Second Edition* (Hodder Murray, 1999)

Murphy D, Tillbrook M et al — *Europe, 1450-1661* (Collins Educational, Flagship History, 2000)


Woodward G — *The Sixteenth Century Reformation* (Hodder Murray, 2001)

**Topic B3: The Revolt of the Netherlands, 1559-1609.**

Imperato T — *An Introduction to Early Modern European History, 1450-1610* (Hodder Murray, Access to History Context, 2000)


Lotherington J — *Years of Renewal: European History, 1470-1600, Second Edition* (Hodder Murray, 1999)

Murphy D, Tillbrook M et al — *Europe, 1450-1661* (Collins Educational, Flagship History, 2000)


Swart K — *William the Silent and the Revolt of the Netherlands* (Blackwell, Historical Association Pamphlet, 1978)

Tracy J — *The Founding of the Dutch Republic: War, Finance and Politics in Holland, 1572-1588* (Oxford University Press, 2008)


**Topic B4: The European Witchcraze, c.1580-1650**


Gibson M — *Reading Reading Witchcraft: Stories of Early English Witches* (Routledge, 1999)

Midelfort H.C. Erik — *Witch-hunting in Southwestern Germany 1562-1684* (Stanford University Press, 1972)
Thurston R W — *Witch, Wicce, Mother Goose* (Pearson Education, 2001)

**Topic B5: Conflict and Conquest in Ireland, 1598-1692**

(The following book list is limited by the fact that many of those published in England make little reference to events in Ireland other than in terms of their impact on the English polity. However, *The Oxford Illustrated History of Tudor and Stuart Britain*, edited by John Morrill, (OUP 1996) includes three essays focused on relations between the British kingdoms that do address events in Ireland across the period, and also includes a useful bibliography of works published before 1996. The works listed below all have a more general focus, but include specific reference to events and conditions in Ireland across the specified period.)

Anderson A — *An Introduction to Stuart Britain. Access Context* (Hodder Murray, 1999).
Ellis S G — *Tudor Ireland, 1470-1603* (Longman, 1985)
Ellis S G and Barber S (editors) — *Conquest and Union: Fashioning a British State, 1485-1725* (Longman, 1995)
Kearney H F — *Strafford in Ireland, 1633-41* (Manchester University Press, 1960) See also
Ranger T — *Strafford in Ireland: A Revaluation, Past and Present, Volume 19, Number 1, 1961, pages 26-45

(This is a useful account of the military struggle, but must be treated with caution in some areas. For example, compare Jane Ohlmeyer’s accounts of the 1641 ‘massacres’ and Cromwell at Drogheda and Wexford - the one analysed, the other a brief narrative giving less than a full picture of events. This can be demonstrated by further comparison with Austin Woolrych’s extensive evaluations of both controversies in his *Britain in Revolution*, cited below. Useful for an introduction to historical controversies and how they can be addressed. Smith, A.G.R. *The emergence of a nation state, 1529-1660.* (2nd edition, Addison Wesley Longman 1997) This also contains a useful bibliography, suggesting some general histories of Ireland and some particular relevant materials.)

Woolrych A — *Britain in Revolution, 1625-1660* (Oxford University Press, 2004)

**Topic B6: The Thirty Years War and its Impact on Continental Europe**

Three Access to History titles look at the key participants and have relevant chapters.
Kilsby J — *Spain: Rise and Decline, 1474-1643* (Hodder and Stoughton, 1989)
Stiles A — *Sweden and the Baltic, 1523-1721* (Hodder and Stoughton, 1992)
Wilkinson R — *France and the Cardinals, 1610-61* (Hodder and Stoughton 1995)
While Keith Randell’s *The catholic and Counter-Reformations* (Hodder and Stoughton 1990) has useful analysis in the final chapters. There is also a wide range of standard text books on Europe in the Seventeenth Century that will offer details of key events and developments. More recent publications include:


Elliot J H – *Richelieu and Olivares* (CUP, 1984)


Parker G (editor) – *The Thirty Years War, Second Edition* (Routledge, 1996)

**Topic B7: Crown, Conflict and Revolution in England, 1660-89.**

Anderson A – *An Introduction to Stuart Britain, 1603-1714* (Hodder Murray, Access to History Context, 1999)


Fellows N – *Charles II and James II* (Hodder Murray, Access to History, 1994)

Harris T – *Politics under the Later Stuarts* (Longman, 1993)


Mullette M – *James II and English Politics, 1678-1688* (Routledge, Lancaster Pamphlets, 1994)

Murphy D, Carrier I et al – *Britain, 1558-1689* (Collins Educational, Flagship History, 2002)

Reeve J – Britain and the World under the Stuarts in Morrill J (editor) – *The Oxford Illustrated History of Tudor and Stuart Britain* (Oxford Paperbacks, 2000)


Williams B – *Elusive Settlement, 1637-1701* ( Nelson Advanced Studies, 1984)


Rex R – *The Tudors* (Tempus, 2005)


Option C: The British Empire - Colonisation and Decolonisation

**Topic C1: The Origins of the British Empire, c.1680-1763**

Anderson A — *An Introduction to Stuart Britain, 1603-1714* (Hodder and Stoughton, Access Context, 1999) (Contains an introductory outline on economic development.)

Andrews K R - *Trade, Plunder and settlement: maritime enterprise and the genesis of the British Empire* (CUP, 1984) (Useful as background.)


Coward B — *Stuart England, 1603-1714* (Addison Wesley Longman, Longman Advanced History 1997) (Contains relevant chapters on economy and change.)


Kennedy P M — *The rise and Fall of British Naval Mastery* (Prometheus Books, 2006) (Early chapters are useful.)

(In addition, Charles Wilson's *Profit and Power: A Study of England and the Dutch Wars* (Longman, Green, 1957) remains a classic study of commercial rivalry, the Dutch Wars, and mercantilism, which is useful for context.)

Reeve J — Britain and the World under the Stuarts in Morrill J (editor) — *The Oxford Illustrated History of Tudor and Stuart Britain* (Oxford Paperbacks, 2000)

**Topic C2: Relations with the American Colonies and the War of Independence, c.1740-1789.**


Jennings F — *The Creation of America: Through Revolution to Empire* (Cambridge University Press, 2000)

Knollenberg B — *Origin of the American Revolution 1759-1766 and Growth of the American Revolution 1766-1775* (Liberty Fund Inc, 2002)


Murphy D, Cooper K and Waldron M — *United States, 1776-1992* (Collins Educational, Flagship History, 2001)

Wood WJ — *Battles of the Revolutionary War, 1775-1781* (Da Capo Press, 1995)

**Topic C3: The Slave Trade, Slavery and the Anti-Slavery Campaigns, c1760-1833**


Morgan K M - *Slavery and the British Empire* (Oxford University Press, 2008)

Reddie R — *The Struggle to Abolish Slavery in the British Empire*, Lion Hudson, 2007


Tomkins S — *William Wilberforce: a Biography* (Lion Hudson, 2007)


Walvin J — *Questioning Slavery* (Routledge, 1996)


Walvin J — *The Trader, the Owner, the Slave: Parallel Lives in the Age of Slavery*, (Jonathan Cape, 2007)

**Topic C4: Commerce and Conquest: India c1760-c1835**

(i) **General**


Wolpert S — *A New History of India* (OUP, 2004)

(ii) **Specific**

Barnett R B — *North India between Empires: Awadh, the Mughals and the British 1720-1801* (University of California, Berkeley 1980)


Chaudhuri N C — *Clive of India* (Barrie & Jenkins, 1975)


Moon, P — *The British Conquest and Dominion of India* (Duckworth, 1989)
Moon, P — *Warren Hastings and British India* (New York, 1962)
Moorhouse G — *India Britannica* (Harvill, London 1983)
Spear P — *Twilight of the Mughuls: Studies in Late Mughul Delhi* (Cambridge University Press, 1951)

**Topic C5: Commerce and Imperial Expansion c 1815-70**
Ferguson N — *Empire, How Britain Made the Modern World* (Allen Lane, 2003)
Judd D — *Empire: The British Imperial Experience from 1765 to the Present* (Hamish Hamilton, 1998)
Kennedy D — *Britain at the Height of Empire, 1880-1945* (Longman, 2002)

**Topic C6: Britain and the Scramble for Africa**
Aldred J — *British Imperial and Foreign Policy, 1846-1980* (Heinemann, 2003)
Chamberlain M E — *The Scramble for Africa* (Pearson Education Ltd, 1999)
Ferguson N — *Empire, How Britain Made the Modern World* (Allen Lane 2003)
Judd D — *Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the Present* (Fontana, 1997)
Kennedy D — *Britain at the Height of Empire, 1880-1945* (Longman, 2002)
McDonough F — *The British Empire, 1815-1914* (Hodder Murray, 1994)
Pakenham T — *The Scramble for Africa* (W&N, 1991)
Scott-Baumann M — *Years of Expansion, Britain, 1815-1914, Second Edition* (Hodder and Stoughton, 2002)

**Topic C7: Retreat from Empire: Decolonization in Africa c1957-81**
Aldred J — *British Imperial and Foreign Policy 1845-1980* (Heinemann Histories 2004)

Chamberlain M E — *Decolonization: Fall of the European Empires* (Blackwell, 1985)

Holland R F — *European Decolonization, 1918-81* (Palgrave Macmillan, 1985)

Lapping B — *End of Empire* (St Martins Press, 1985)


White N — *Decolonisation the British Experience since 1945* (Addison Wesley Longman, 1999)

Murphy D (editor) — *Britain 1914-2000* (Collins Educational, 2000)

**Option D: A World Divided: Communism and Democracy in the 20th Century**

**Topic D1: China, C1900-49**

Fenby J — *Generalissimo: Chiang Kai-shek and the China He Lost* (Free Press, 2005)

Lynch M — *China: From Empire to People’s Republic, 1900-49* (Hodder Murray, 1996)

Mitter R — *A Bitter Revolution: China’s Struggle with the Modern World* (Oxford University Press, 2005)


Stewart G — *China 1900-1976* (Heinemann, 2006)

**Topic D2: China under Mao, 1949-76**


Schram S R — *The Political Thought of Mao Tse-Tung* (Penguin, 1969)


Stewart G — *China 1900-1976* (Heinemann, 2006)

Zhisui Li — *The Private Life of Chairman Mao* (Chatto and Windus, 1994)

**Topic D3: Russia in Revolution, 1881-1924**

Culpin C and Henig R — *Modern Europe 1870-1945* (Chapter 6) (Longman, 1997)


Evans D and Jenkins J — *Years of: Russia and the USSR 1851-1991* (Hodder and Stoughton, 2001)


Fitzpatrick S - *The Russian Revolution* (Oxford University Press, 2008)

Hite J — *Tsarist Russia, 1810-1917* (Causeway Press, 2004)

Laver J — *Lenin: Liberator or Oppressor?* (Hodder and Stoughton ‘Personalities and Powers’ series, 1994)


Murphy D and Morris T — *Europe 1870-1991* (Collins Educational, 2004)


Traynor J — *Europe 1890-1990* (Chapter 4) (Nelson Thornes, 1991)

White A — *Lenin’s Russia* (Collins, 1998)

Wolfson R and Laver L (editor) — *Years of Change: Europe 1890-1945* (Hodder Murray, 2001)

**Topic D4: Stalin’s Russia, 1924-53**

Culpin C and Henig R — *Modern Europe 1870-1945 (Chapters 12-13)* (Longman, 1997)

Davis R W — *Soviet Economic Development from Lenin to Khrushchev*, (Cambridge University Press, 1998)

Evans D and Jenkins J — *Years of: Russia and the USSR 1851-1991* (Hodder and Stoughton, 2001)


Grant J — *Stalin and the Soviet Union* (Longman ‘History in Depth’ series, 1998)

Kinloch N and Lang S - *Stalin- The 5 Year Plans and Collectivisation* (Phillip Allan, 2008)

Kinloch N, Lang S and Davis J - *Stalin; From Grey Blur to Great Terror* (Phillip Allan, 2008)

Laver J – *History at Source: Russia, 1914-1941* (Hodder and Stoughton, 1991)

Lee S — *Stalin and the Soviet Union* (Routledge ‘Questions and Analysis in History’ series, 1999)


McCauley M – *Russia 1917-1941* (Sempringham, 1997)

McCauley M - *Stalin and Stalinism* (Longman, 2008)

Murphy D and Morris T — *Europe 1870-1991* (Collins Educational, 2004)

Phillips S — *Stalinist Russia* (Heinemann ‘Heinemann Advanced History’ series, 2000)

Rayfield D — Stalin and his Hangmen (Viking, 2004)

Read C — The Making and Breaking of the Soviet System (Palgrave, 2001)
Thomas D and McAndrew M — *Hodder Modern History: Russia and the USSR, 1917-1945* (Hodder Arnold H&S, 1997)
Traynor J — *Europe 1890-1990 (Chapters 9-10)* (Nelson Thornes, 1991)
Whittock M J — *Stalin’s Russia* (Collins, 1997)

**Topic D5: Equality in the USA**
Dierenfield B — *The Civil Rights Movement* (Longman, 2008)
Fairclough A — *Martin Luther King* (University of Georgia Press, 1995)
Jones M A — *The Limits of Liberty, 2nd edition* (OUP, 1995)
Mooney P J and Bown C — *Truman to Carter: A Post-War History of the United States of America* (Edward Arnold, 1979)
Sanders V — *Race Relations in the USA since 1900* (Hodder and Stoughton, March 2000)
Paterson D, Willoughby D and Willoughby S — *Civil Rights in the USA 1863-1980* (Heinemann, 2001)

**Topic D6: The USA in Asia, 1950-73**
Bragg C — *Vietnam, Korea and US Foreign Policy 1945-75* (Heinemann Histories 2006)
Jones M A — *The Limits of Liberty 2nd edition* (OUP, 1995)
Stueck W — Rethinking the Korean War (Princeton UP, 2002)
Wiest A — The Vietnam War 1956-75 (Osprey, 2002)

Topic D7: Politics Presidency and Society in the USA
Brogan H — The Penguin History of the USA 2nd edition (Penguin 2001)
De Pennington J — Modern America:1865 to the Present (Hodder Murray, 2005)
Jones M A — The Limits of Liberty 2nd edition (OUP, 1995)
Sanders V — Race Relations in the USA since 1900 (Hodder and Stoughton, 2000)
Paterson D, Willoughby D and Willoughby S — Civil Rights in the USA 1863-1980 (Heinemann, 2001)

Option E/F: The Expansion and Challenge of Nationalism

Topic E/F1: The Road to Unification, Italy c.1815-70
Brendon V — The Making of Modern Italy, 1800-1871 (Hodder Murray, History at Source, 1998)
Clark M — The Italian Risorgimento (Longman, Seminar Studies, 1998)
Cooper D Laver J and Williamson D — Years of Ambition: European History, 1815-1914 (Hodder Murray, 2001)
Duggan C — A Concise History of Italy (Chapters 4 and 5) (Cambridge University Press, 1994)
Farmer A — An Introduction to Nineteenth Century European History, 1815-1914 (Hodder Murray, Access to History Context, 2001)
Murphy D, Morris T, Staton R and Waller S — Europe, 1760-1871 (Collins, 2000)
Wilmot E — The Great Powers, 1814-1914 (Chapter 10) (Nelson Thornes, 1992)
Topic E/F2: The Unification of Germany, 1848-90
Craig G — *Germany 1866-1945* (Oxford Paperbacks, 1980)
Farmer A — *An Introduction to Nineteenth Century European History, 1815-1914* (Hodder Murray, Access to History Context, 2001)
Gorman M — *The Unification of Germany* (Cambridge University Press, 1989)
Hargreaves D — *Bismarck and German Unification* (Macmillan, 1991)
Kitson A — *Germany, 1858-1990: Hope, Terror and Revival* (Oxford University Press, 2001)
Laver J, Cooper D and Williamson D — *Years of Ambition: Europe, 1815-1914* (Hodder Murray, 2001)
Lee S — *Imperial Germany, 1871-1918* (Routledge, Questions and Analysis in History, 1998)
Lodge C — *From Confederation to Empire: Germany, 1848-1914* (Hodder Arnold H and S, 1997)
Murphy D, Morris T, Staton R and Waller S — *Europe, 1760-1871* (Collins, 2000)
Waller B — *Bismarck* (Blackwell, 1997)
Wells M — *Bismarck* (Collins, 2004)
Whitfield B — *Germany, 1848-1914* (Heinemann, 2000)
Wilmot E — *The Great Powers, 1814-1914 (Chapter 12)* (Nelson Thornes, 1992)

Topic E/F3: The Collapse of the Liberal State and the triumph of Fascism in Italy, 1896-1943
Boxer A — *The Rise of Italian Fascism* (Collins Educational, Questions in History, 2000)
Culpin C and Henig R — *Modern Europe 1870-1945* (Longman, 1997)
Hite J and Hinton C — *Fascist Italy* (Hodder Murray, 1998)
Morgan P — *Italy, 1915-1940* (Sempriingham, 1999)
Murphy D and Morris T — *Europe 1870-1991* (Collins Educational, 2004)
Pearce R — *Fascism and Nazism* (Hodder Arnold, 1997)
Pollard J — *The Fascist Experience in Italy* (Routledge, Sources in History, 1998)
Townley E — *Mussolini and Italy* (Heinemann, 2002)
Traynor J — *Europe 1890-1990 (Chapter 7)* (Nelson Thornes, 1991)
Whittam J — *Fascist Italy* (Manchester University Press, New Frontiers in History, 1995)
Whittock M — *Mussolini in Power* (Collins, Questions in History, 1998)
Williamson D — *Mussolini: From Socialist to Fascist* (Hodder Arnold, 1997)

**Topic E/F4: Republicanism, Civil War and Francoism in Spain, 1931-75**
Fraser R — *Blood of Spain* (Penguin Books 1979)
Lee S J — *European Dictatorships, 1918-45* (Routledge, 2000) - although the dates for the main volume are given as 1981-45, the section on Spain is extended to 1975.
Payne S G — *Franco's Spain* (*Europe Since 1500*) (Law Book Co of Australasia, 1968)
Snellgrove L E — *Franco and the Spanish Civil War* (Longman 1965)

**Topic E/F5: Germany Divided and Reunited, 1945-51**
Gaddis J L — *We Now Know: Rethinking Cold War History* (Oxford University Press, 1998)
Kitson A — *Germany, 1858-1990: Hope, Terror and Revival* (Oxford University Press, 2001)
Laver J et al — *Years of Division: Europe since 1945* (Hodder Murray, 1999)
Murphy D and Morris T — *Europe 1870-1991* (Collins Educational, 2004)
Phillips S — *The Cold War* (Heinemann, 2001)
Topic E/F6: The Middle East, 1945-2001: The State of Israel and Arab Nationalism

(A useful introductory outline of key events and issues to 1992 is provided in Norman Lowe’s *Mastering Modern World History*, (3rd edition Macmillan Masters 1997). (There is also a considerable range of video material available, including an excellent analysis of the Iranian revolution in the BBC Cold War series.)

Dodd C H and Sales M — *Israel and the Arab World* (Routledge, 1973)


Jones D – *The Arab World* (Hamish Hamilton, 1965)

Kyle K – *Suez* (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1992)

Mandle B – *Conflict in the Promised Land* (Heinemann 1976)


Scott-Baumann M - *Conflict in the Middle East: Israel and the Arabs* (Hodder Murray, 2007)

Smith C - *Palestine and the Arab-Israeli Conflict* (MacMillan, 2007)

Topic F7: Germany 1918-45: From Second Reich to Third Reich

Caplan J (editor) - *Nazi Germany* (Oxford University Press, 2008)

Collier M and Pedley P – *Germany 1919-45* (Heinemann, 2000)


Culpin C and Henig R – *Modern Europe 1870-1945 (Chapters 16-17)* (Longman, 1997)

Evans D and Jenkins J – *Years of the Weimar Republic and the Third Reich* (Hodder and Stoughton ‘Access to History’ series, 1998)


Feuchtwanger E J – *Germany, 1916-1941* (Sempringham, 1997)

Henig R B – *The Weimar Republic* (Routledge ‘Lancaster Pamphlet’)

Jenkins J – *Hitler and Nazism* (Longman, 1998)

Johnson R – *Hitler and Nazi Germany* (Studymates, 2001)

Kitson A - *Germany, 1858-1990: Hope, Terror and Revival* (Oxford University Press, 2001)

Laver J – *Imperial and Weimar Germany, 1890-1933* (Hodder and Stoughton, 1992)

Laver J – *Hitler: Germany’s Fate or Germany’s Misfortune?* (Hodder Arnold, 1995)


Lee S — *Hitler and Nazi Germany* (Routledge ‘Questions and Analysis in History’ series, 1998)
McDonough F — *Hitler and Nazi Germany* (Cambridge University Press ‘Perspectives in History’ series, 1999)
Murphy D and Morris T — *Europe 1870-1991* (Collins Educational, 2004)
Traynor J — *Europe 1890-1990 (Chapter 8)* (Nelson Thornes, 1991)
Welch D — *Hitler* (Routledge, 1998)
White A — *The Weimar Republic* (Collins Educational ‘Questions in History’ series, 1997)
Wolfson R and Laver J (editors) — *Years of Change: Europe 1890-1990* (Hodder and Murray, 2001)